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Chapter

Information Encoding for Flow
Watermarking and Binding Keys to
Biometric Data
Boris Assanovich, Iryna Korlyukova and Andrei Khombak

Abstract

Due to the current level of telecommunications development, fifth-generation
(5G) communication systems are expected to provide higher data rates, lower latency,
and improved scalability. To ensure the security and reliability of data traffic gener-
ated from wireless sources, 5G networks must be designed to support security pro-
tocols and reliable communication applications. The operations of coding and
processing of information during the transmission of both binary and non-binary data
in nonstandard communication channels are described. A subclass of linear binary
codes is considered, which are both Varshamov-Tenengolz codes and are used for
channels with insertions and deletions of symbols. The use of these codes is compared
with Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based systems for detecting intrusions in net-
works using flow watermarking, which provide high true positive rate in both cases.
The principles of using Bose-Chadhuri-Hocquenhgem (BCH) codes, non-binary
Reed-Solomon codes, and turbo codes, as well as concatenated code structures to
ensure noise immunity when reproducing information in Helper-Data Systems are
considered. Examples of biometric systems organization based on the use of these
codes, operating on the basis of the Fuzzy Commitment Scheme (FCS) and providing
FRR < 1% for authentication, are given.

Keywords: linear codes, Varshamov-Tenengolz codes, non-binary turbo codes,
Reed-Solomon codes, concatenated codes, flow watermarking, biometric system

1. Introduction

Engineers and researchers around the world have been using various error correc-
tion codes (ECCs) for almost a century to provide communication and combat noise in
information channels. In addition to communication, ECCs have found many other
uses, including watermarking and intrusion detection, cryptography, and information
security. Digital watermarking is the process of embedding a digital code into some
public data. Today, this technology is widely used not only in multimedia processing
but also in network traffic monitoring. In this case, the input patterns, which are easily
identified when the watermarked flows cross an observation point, allow the creation of
a mechanism to scan the network for the harmful activity. This procedure finds appli-
cations both for securing network connections and intrusion detection in them.
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On the other hand, when providing secure access to any data, it becomes necessary
to use user verification by analyzing his password, which requires ensuring the reli-
ability of its storage. To solve this problem, biometric methods of organizing secure
access to the system are widely used, that reduce the risks of storing passwords, which
have long been a weak point in security systems. This chapter will discuss some types
of the ECС and how they can be used to help ensure the security and reliability of
information.

In recent years, the technique of applying the ECC has been undergoing changes
due to the use of machine learning (ML) methods and, in particular, deep learning
(DL). A good review of the recent advancements in DL-based communication was
made by Qin et al. [1], where the authors described the use of this technique for
channel modeling, modulation recognition, and improvement of decoding methods.
In recent papers, the authors have considered in more detail the DL methods for
decoding known codes [2] and, moreover, for constructing an ECC based on intelli-
gent methods [3]. Despite the increasing use of the ML technique for ECC, it is
important to understand both the principles of describing known ECC based on
algebraic constructions that lead to elegant decoding algorithms and their application
in non-standard communication channels.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. First, we present the basic
encoding-decoding principles of the binary and non-binary ECC used for substitution
and symbol insertions and deletions errors in Section 2. Then we discuss the flow
watermarking techniques for intrusion detection in Section 3. In Section 4, we
describe the use of various ECC types in biometric systems (BSs) for solving the
problem of authentication and present our conclusion in Section 5.

2. Error-correcting codes

2.1 Linear codes

At the present stage of the ECC theory and technology development, more and
more complex code structures attract our attention. Although coding algorithms are
becoming more complex and require powerful computing resources, in recent years,
researches have increasingly turned to known codes and mathematical descriptions
developed for them. Such codes, for example, are linear codes, which have useful
properties and can be used in non-standard data transmission channels applications.

There are many good tutorials about error-correcting codes (for example, see
[4, 5]), so only the necessary definitions are used in the entire chapter. We define a
code C of block length n over an alphabet q is a subset of qn, together with a one-to-one
encoding which maps a message setM to a code set C. The main goal of encoding is to
increase the resilience of the messages to errors, where |C| denotes the number of
elements in a set or the code cardinality.

We start from the description of linear code. A linear q-ary code of length n and
dimension k is a linear subspace C with dimension k of the vector space with dimen-
sion n, whose elements are the elements of the field GF(q) The description of the
properties of linear codes will be done on the example of binary codes, whose symbols
are the elements of a field GF(2) = {0;1} which is a code alphabet.

Generally, a binary code C is defined as a set of finite sequences (vectors)
x ¼ x1, … , xnð Þ, called codewords, encoded with the use of corresponding message
vectors b ¼ b1, … , bkð Þ from code symbols xi, bi ∈GF 2ð Þ: Linear (n,k,d)-code is
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defined by following parameters: Hamming distance between binary codewords
d(xi;xj), weight of a codeword wt(xi) and a code rate or coding efficiency k/n. Linear
codes are defined by their generator and parity-check matrices G and H, respectively,
whose columns and rows are linearly independent. Every codeword is a linear combi-
nation of rows of the generator matrix G. The minimum distance dmin = min{d(xi;xj)}
of a linear ECC and its code weight distribution define its error correction capacity t or
maximum number of symbols that can be corrected in a codeword. There is a simple
method of minimum distance decoding with syndrome that could be applied in order
to correct t or less errors in a codeword.

According to this principle, the decoder selects a codeword to minimize the Ham-
ming distance of the matched codeword relative to the received codeword y using a
reduced look-up table. This is allowed by the linear property of the code.

The decoder performs following steps: the syndrome calculation of codeword y:

S ¼ y �HT, (1)

determination of the most likely error vector e, and estimation of the possibly
transmitted codeword x ∗ . Next, the decoder selects that vector e of the smallest

weight that satisfies e �HT ¼ S . These syndrome-based decoding procedures are
linear and of low complexity, and only the second step requires a non-linear look-up
table operation. In the case of linear codes use, the so-called standard arrays are widely
applied, which make it possible to find the corresponding codeword for any received
vector.

The standard array for a binary (n,k) code is an array of size 2n�k by 2k where: (1)
the first row has the codewords with “all zeros” on the left); (2) the 1st column is a
coset leader for a coset in each row; and (3) the entry in the i-th row and the j-th
column is the sum of the i-th adjacency coset leader and the j-th codeword. However,
the linear property of the code allows the use of syndrome decoding, which is an
efficient decoding technique using a reduced look-up table.

For linear codes, it is important that the number of syndromes, 2n � k, must be
greater than or equal (for perfect codes) to the number of correctable error patterns
Pt

i¼0

n

i

� �

≤ 2n�k, which is determined by the so-called Hamming bound [4].

If we take a linear (6,3,3)-code C with codewords {(000000), (110100),
(011010), (101110), (101001), (011101), (110011), and (000111)}, obtained on the
basis of the generator matrix G ([5], pp. 357–367), then there are modification
methods to change its properties [5]. For example, the number of its codewords can be
increased or decreased. If individual codewords are removed from code set C, then a
new code С0 with the same properties can be constructed while maintaining the
minimum weight of codewords. This modified code С0 is a subcode of C.

2.2 Cyclic codes

Binary cyclic codes are block codes for which cyclic shifts of each codeword yield a
different codeword and can be efficiently encoded and decoded using shift registers
and combinatorial logic. Cyclic codes are linear codes with good properties and can be
defined by polynomials:

u xð Þ ¼ u0 þ u1xþ … þ un�1x
n�1 (2)
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In such a polynomial representation, the presence or absence of the formal variable
x with a degree is determined by the coefficient and corresponds to the binary “1” or
“0” of the codeword element.

Cyclic codes have the property that all code polynomials u(x) are multiples of a
unique polynomial g(x), called the generator polynomial of the code. This generator
polynomial is completely described by its roots, which are called zeros of the code.

Sometimes, to find a generating polynomial g(x), the polynomial (xn � 1) must be
factored into its irreducible factors fi (x). Since a cyclic code is also linear, any set of
linearly independent vectors can be selected as a generator matrix. However, in this
case, a nonsystematic encoding is performed, when the message bits can appear
explicitly in any positions of a codeword. However, the encoding of codewords of a
binary cyclic code can be also systematic, if the message is processed in another way.
With this encoding, information and check symbols are clearly separated. Another
polynomial, h(x), called the parity-check polynomial, can be related to the parity-
check matrix. Generator polynomial and parity-check polynomial are connected by
g xð Þh xð Þ ¼ xn þ 1.

Then, a parity-check matrix for a cyclic code is given by using as rows the binary
vectors associated with the first n� k� 1 nonzero cyclic shifts. In the case of high-rate
cyclic (n, k) codes, say k/n > 0.5, encoding by the division of xn � k u(x) by g(x) or by
recursion with h(x), the coefficients of u(x) are in the systematic form so that the first
k coefficients are the message bits and the remaining n � k coefficients are the control
bits. However, for powerful cyclic codes correcting multiple errors, the algebraic
decoding procedure becomes much more complicated.

It should be noted that the principles of representation and encoding and decoding
of polynomial codes are based on the concepts of both simple and extended finite
fields, calculations in which can be found in a number of textbooks [5]. Below, we will
only briefly use the basic concepts.

Representatives of more powerful correction codes are the Bose-Chadhuri-
Hocquenhgem (BCH) codes that provide suitable selection of block lengths, code
rates, and correcting capacity. BCH codes are cyclic codes that are constructed by
specifying the roots of their generator polynomials, i.e., a BCH code of dmin ≥ 2td + 1 is
a cyclic code whose generator polynomial g(x) has 2td consecutive roots

α
b, αbþ1, αbþ2td�1, where td is a designed capacity. Next, the generator polynomial of

the BCH (n, k, dmin) code is

g xð Þ ¼ LCM f b xð Þ, f bþ1 xð Þ, :… , f bþ2td�1 xð Þ
n o

(3).

Here, LCM is the least common multiple. Thus, we have a code with a length of
n ¼ LCM nb, nbþ1, … , nbþ2td�1

� �

, and dimension of k ¼ n� deg g xð Þ½ � and a designed
minimum distance 2td þ 1, which in the general case can be less than the real
minimum distance.

For example, consider GF(24), p(x) = x4 + x + 1, with td = 2 and b = 1. Then,

g xð Þ ¼ LCM x4 þ xþ 1
� �

x4 þ x3 þ x2 þ xþ 1
� �� �

¼ x8 þ x7 þ x6 þ x4 þ xþ 1: (4)

We get a double-error-correcting binary BCH (15,7,5) code.
The main idea of decoding binary BCH codes is to use the elements of GF(2m) to

number the positions of a codeword that are found by solving a set of equations,
which can be obtained from the error polynomial and the zeros of the code. The most
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popular methods for decoding BCH codes include the Berlekamp-Massey (BM),
Euclid, and Peterson-Gorenstein-Zierler (PGZ) algorithms and are discussed in more
detail in [4].

2.3 Reed-Solomon codes

Reed-Solomon codes are multiple error-correcting non-binary codes that were
introduced by Irving S. Reed and Gustave Solomon in 1960. There are two main
representations of Reed-Solomon codes – the original representation and the BCH-
based representation, which is the most common, due to the fact that BCH-based
decoding is more efficient compared to the original representation decoders. In the

first case, if u xð Þ ¼ u0 þ u1xþ … þ uk�1x
k�1 is given as an information polynomial,

and ui ∈GF(2
m), then there are 2mk such polynomials obtained after calculating u(x)

over nonzero elements of GF(2m), which are codewords of the RS(2m � 1, k, d) code
of length 2m. If we interpret RS codes as non-binary BCH codes and the values of code
coefficients are taken from GF(2m), then zeros for a td error-correcting RS code are 2td
consecutive powers of α. Moreover, since over GF(2m) the minimal polynomials have
the form f i xð Þ ¼ x� α

i
� �

, 0≤ i< 2m � 1 and for some integer b, which usually have
values of 0 or 1, we have [4]

g xð Þ ¼
Y

bþ2td�1

j¼b

xþ α
j

� �

, (5)

It follows from Eq. (3) that the minimum distance of RS (n, k, d) code over GF(2m)
is d ≥ n � k + 1. On the other hand, RS code satisfies singleton bound [4] with equality
d = n� k + 1, which defines it as a maximum distance separable (MDS) code. Since the
Reed-Solomon code is a linear code, it is possible to apply the classical coding
procedure using its generator matrix.

The decoding algorithms of RS codes are similar to that of binary BCH codes. As
shown above, setting the primitive powers of the root as evaluation points makes the
Reed-Solomon source code cyclic. Reed-Solomon codes in BCH representation are
always cyclic because BCH codes are cyclic. In this regard, they are characterized by
the same decoding methods as for cyclic codes. In order to choose the correct algo-
rithm that meets the requirements of the system, it is necessary to understand its
purpose, which is determined by the RS decoder operation. There are cycle decoding
evaluation algorithm, PGZ algorithm, BM algorithm, Sugiyama algorithm with era-
sures and without erasures, and list decoding algorithms.

Reed Solomon code can correct not only errors but also the erasures, i.e., so-called
“lost” symbols. If ner symbols of RS code are erased and the remaining n� ner symbols
contain ne errors, the BM algorithm can find the correct codeword as long as
ner þ 2ne ≤ 2t< d. If ner ¼ 0, the decoder is used as an errors-only decoder, and if
0< ner ≤ d� 1 we can call the decoder as an error-and-erasure decoder (EED) [6].

Sudan in 1997 introduced an algorithm that allows the correction of errors beyond
the minimum distance of the code. This algorithm produces a list of codewords (it is a
list decoding algorithm) and is based on interpolation and factorization of polynomials
over GF(2m) and its extensions. The main idea of such decoding is to create a list of
possible codewords and apply a list-decoding algorithm with such characteristic as a
(ρ,L)-list, where ρ is a fractional value of the Hamming distance and L is the size of
the list. It was shown [7] that if the fraction of errors in the received information is at
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most ρ, then the transmitted codeword is guaranteed to be in the output list. Also,
note that if C is (ρ,L)-list decodable, then we can output at most L codewords for any
received codeword by Sudan algorithm. Application of this algorithm allows to correct

n� 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

nk
p

errors. Several years later, Guswami and Sudan improved the algorithm to

correct up to n�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

nk
p

errors [7].
The algebraic decoding methods described above are generally hard decision

decoding (HDD) methods, which means that for each symbol a hard decision is made
about its value. However, the decoder may also contain an information about the reli-
ability of symbol (for example, the demodulator’s confidence in the correctness of the
symbol), which allows to build soft decision decoders (SDDs). The advent of turbo codes
that use iterated soft decision propagation decoding techniques to achieve error correc-
tion efficiency has spurred interest in applying SDD to conventional algebraic codes.

2.4 Turbo codes

Turbo codes involve the concatenation of two recursive systematic convolutional
(RSC) codes connected serially or in parallel, and an interleaver between them. Due to
space limitations in this section, we omit the description of convolutional codes. The
iterative decoding of constituent codes starts individually, either serially or in parallel,
based on inputs derived from the channel and typically some a priori information.
Information from each data symbol propagates through the overall code structure in
time. The optimal decoding algorithm for each component code in terms of minimiz-
ing the probability of error given independent inputs is the Bahl-Cocke-Jelinek-Raviv
(BCJR) algorithm [8], realizing the maximum a posteriori (MAP) criterion decoding.
Then resulting symbol probabilities are used to find the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for
q-1 candidate values when decoding them. Next [8], the most likely element is
determined by comparing each LLR value and selecting the symbol with the highest
reliability (highest LLR).

2.5 VT codes

Often, to describe and compare codes, a channel model is used in which informa-
tion is transmitted. However, in the presence of noise in the channel, symbols may be
received with errors. This type of error sometimes called the substitution error. The
influence of interference in communication channels also causes synchronization
errors associated with the insertion of additional symbols or deletion of transmitted
symbols, which are sometimes called “indels.” Therefore, there is a strong reason to
develop codes that not only correct substitution errors but also deal with “indels.”

One of the first codes to deal with synchronization errors caused by symbol
deletion was the Varshamov-Tenengol’ts (VT) codes. Below, we briefly consider this
construction.

Given a parameter a, with 0≤ a≤ n, the Varshamov-Tenegol’ts (VT) code VTa(n)
is the set of binary words x = (x1, … , xn) of length n so that the equality satisfies [9]:

X

n

i¼1

ixi � a mod nþ 1ð Þð Þ: (6)

These codes are single-error-correcting codes and optimal for a = 0 as it was
conjectured in [10] and will be discussed below.

6
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For example, after calculation
Pn

i¼1ixi � 0 mod7ð Þ with length n = 6, we can get
VT code set VT0(6) = {(000000), (001100), (010010), (011110), (100001),
(101101), (110011), (110100), (111111)}. Any code VT0(n) can be used to
communicate reliably over a channel that introduces at most one “indel” in a block of
length n. Levenshtein proposed a simple decoding algorithm [11] based on the defi-
ciency in checksum and weight calculation for a VT code. As an example, assume the
code VT0(6) is used and x ¼ 110100ð Þ∈VT0 6ð Þ is transmitted over the channel. If the
first bit in x is deleted and y = (10100) is received, then the new checksum is 4, and
the deficiency D = 7–4 = 3 > wt(y) = 2. The decoder must insert a binary “1” after n-
D = 3 “0’s” from the right to get a codeword (110100). Such an algorithm for decoding
VT0(n) code with deletion correction is based on a shift operation and has low
complexity.

Considering the simplicity of calculating the parameters of VT codes, we would
like to make a linear encoder for efficient mapping of binary message sequences into
codewords. For binary VT codes, such an encoder was proposed by Abdel-Ghaffar
and Ferriera [12]. They constructed a systematic encoder that maps k-bit message
sequences onto codewords in VTa(n), for k ¼ n� log 2 nþ 1ð Þ

	 


, where in parenthe-
ses is rounding up to a higher integer. In addition, for these codes, the concept of a
syndrome can be used, which is found as Syn Cð Þ �

Pn
i¼1 ixi mod nþ 1ð Þ .

Now we can introduce the “parity” bits denoted by tp ¼ n� k ¼ log 2 nþ 1ð Þ
	 


and
use then in dyadic positions to ensure that Syn(C) = a. Therefore, the message bits can
be encoded by calculating the value of the difference between the desired syndrome
and calculated one dC ¼ a� Syn Cð Þ mod nþ 1ð Þ .

In an example, see [12] of code for n = 10 and a = 0, the parity check and
information positions can be represented, respectively, as {1, 2, 4, 8} and {3, 5, 6, 7, 9,
10}, and used to encode b = (011001) as follows: x = (x1x20x4110x801), where.

x1 þ 2x2 þ 4x4 þ 8x8 ¼ 0� 3 � 0þ 5 � 1þ 6 � 1þ 7 � 0þ 9 � 0þ 10 � 1 ¼ 1 mod11ð Þð .
The parity-check sequence of least lexicographic order (x1x2x4x8) = 011000 can be taken.

However, VT0(n) codes are nonlinear, and the dimension of k for obtaining linear
(n,k) codes is limited as k≤ ⌊n=2⌋ [13]. Below, we propose an algorithm for finding a
linear substitution and deletion/insertion correction code from any existed VT0(n). The
proposed algorithm is executed step by step as follows: 1) sort the codewords of the
code VT0(n) in lexicographic order; 2) find and choose k linearly independent
codewords of maximum weight while maintaining d xi;xj

� �

≥ dmin; and 3)
construct matrices G and H from C, making linear combinations of the selected VT
codewords.

Using this algorithm will allow constructing a subcode that has at least k + 1
codewords of the VT0(n) code. Obviously, the linear combination of any codeword
with itself forms a codeword (0…0), which is also belongs to the code VT0(n). By
exploiting the algorithm proposed above, the following generator and parity-check
matrixes for the modified (6,3,3)-code С0 have been constructed:

G0 ¼
1 1 0 1 0 0

1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 1

2

6

4

3

7

5
,H0 ¼

1 0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 1

2

6

4

3

7

5
: (7)

Representing G0 and H0 as Eq. (5) results in a code set with an increased number of
codewords belonging to VT0(6) compared to initial code C. If we discard the elements
that are not VT0(6) codewords and the codeword (000000), and then we get a
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subcode consisting of four codewords with desired properties: {(110100), (011110),
(101101), (110011)}.

Thus, С ∗ is a linear subcode with dmin = 3, at the same time it is a VT0(6) code.
Therefore, it can be used to correct one substitution error and one “indel” error. At the
same time, the analysis showed that its code rate is reduced by about ½ compared to
the code rate of C. The proposed algorithm [14] can be applied to an arbitrary code to
find a correcting VT code, which is a subcode of a linear code. If we take a linear ECC
(8,2,5) [5 , p.378], consisting of four codewords, we can also find a linear subcode for
it, which is also the code VT0(8). Its properties of one “indel” error and two substitu-
tion errors correction are preserved. It is known that the size of any VT0(n) is about
2n=n [6], then additional properties appear, decreasing its rate to less than ½.

Recently, these codes have again attracted interest, as evidenced by the publication
[15], where an encoding method was proposed for a non-binary systematic VT code.

3. Use of error-correcting coding in flow watermarking

3.1 HMM-based model for watermark embedding and extraction

The watermark embedding algorithm aims to detect any changes in the marked
data or its integrity. The contents integrity is performed in the verification process. In
this section, we discuss the application of ECC for watermark embedding in the
context of traffic analysis (TA) used for such purposes as diagnostic monitoring,
resource management, and intrusion detection. Intrusion detection systems attempts
to detect intrusion through analyzing the network traffic with the use of watermark
tracing [16]. If the embedded watermark is both reliable and unique, it is possible to
analyze the watermarked return traffic and trace it back at intermediate nodes. This
TA approach is referred to as the “flow watermarking” (FW).

To prevent an attacker to endure and analyze the delayed packets and then to
eliminate the embedded watermarks, the developed FW schemes have to be “invisi-
ble” in the network. An example of stepping-stone detection scenario with FW is
depicted in Figure 1 where an Attacker attacks Victim hiding his identity. Fortu-
nately, FW can be applied for tracing back the attack source.

FW is often implemented on the basis of inter-packet-delay (IPD) schemes [17],
where watermark bits are embedded in the intermediate packet time which allows to
hide traffic artifacts from an attacker. However, in this case, the replacement of

Figure 1.
Attacker detection scenario.
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packets and packet loss can cause severe detection and decoding errors. The use of
ECC makes it possible to improve the noise immunity of FW systems.

The presence of contiguous packet merging leads to a telecommunication channel
with deletion and/or substitution errors, and the appearance of jitter-induced bursting
or splitting of packets also causes symbol insertions, which requires the appropriate
choice of coding for reliable transmission of watermarks. Figure 2 demonstrates these
phenomena. It follows from it that four packets 0, 1, 2, and 3 are sent, three packets 0,
2, and 3 are received, packet 1 is lost, and new packets 4 and 5 are added.

Most FW technologies use a carrier that modulates the transfer of watermark data.
Gong et al. [18] embedded quantization index modulation (QIM) watermarks into
IPDs and added a layer of ECC to handle watermark desynchronization and substitu-
tion errors. Authors developed a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for channel with
dependent deletion and substitution errors using a maximum likelihood decoding
(MLD) algorithm paired with a forward-backward algorithm for the calculation of the
posterior probabilities [5]. The schematic of the proposed system can be depicted as
shown in Figure 3.

This scheme uses an Encoder and Decoder to process the incoming watermark
sequences in order to obtain the codewords x of the applied ECC. With this notifica-
tion, it is implied that the length of a watermark w and a codeword x is defined by
user and corresponds to some selected value. Further in the text, superscripts are used
to indicate the length of the sequence, and subscripts to determine the element
number in a sequence.

Due to the network artifacts described above, the additional transformations must
be performed in the encoder to improve noise immunity. For example, see [19], a
spasification procedure based on one-hot coding is implemented so that a sparse ver-
sion of w is formed, denoted as wN, where N = sn and s is the sparsification factor and
has an integer value. This procedure for a channel with the presence of insertions,
deletions, and substitutions (IDS) can also been extended for the non-binary case [20].

The s value is controlled by the density f that is the ratio of “ones” in wN:

f ¼
X

N

i¼1

wN
i =N: (8)

The whole scheme uses a secret key k, known to the Encoder and Decoder, which
is added bit by bit to wN forming a binary sequence xN containing one or more
codewords.

Figure 2.
An example of IPDs distortion.
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The key used for security plays a supporting role in dealing with IDS channel
errors during decoding. For example, see [18], if w1 = ‘1’, c = 8, then xN = 10000000
and if k = 11111011 then x8 = 01111011. When one bit is dropped and y7 = 0111011 is
received, it can be supposed with a high probability that bit “1” from the second series
of bits was lost.

Next, we will consider in more detail the principle of QIM for which modulation
and demodulation are carried out by means of QIM Embedder and QIM Extractor,
respectively (see Figure 3).

To embed the watermark, the IPD flow is modified so that each IPD is converted to
an interval according to the even/odd multiplier of the quantization interval ∆/2,
depending on the value of the 0/1 bit. Formally, this can be represented as:

Iwi ¼
cΔ, if xi ¼ 0

cþ 0:5ð ÞΔ, if xi ¼ 1

�

(9)

Since packets can only be delayed by the QIM Embedder, it is possible to define the
c parameter to be the smallest integer so that the change in Ii

w would slightly delay the
i-th packet. After passing the Iw sequence through the network, it is received as an

estimated IPD sequence Î and then analyzed by the QIM extractor, obtaining the
necessary information from it.

The following QIM demodulation threshold function is used to recover the
embedded bit yi:

yi ¼
mod ⌊2Îi=Δ⌋, 2

� �

if 2Îi=Δ� ⌊2Îi=Δ⌋ ≤0:5

mod 2Îi=Δ
	 


, 2
� �

if 2Îi=Δ� ⌊2Îi=Δ⌋ >0:5

(

(10)

Consider the example in Figure 2. Here, the first two IPDs I1 and I2 are converted

into Î1, and the size of the last IPD I2 is changed and is determined as Î2. Therefore, the
result of the noise in the channel is the bit received before Packet 2, which is due to the
two intervals merging y1 ¼ x1⊕x2, and the bit inversion after receiving Packet 3,
resulting in y2 ¼ x3.

In general yi ¼
Pi

j¼rþ1xj and can take the binary values “0” or “1”, where r is the

index of the last successfully received packet before the i-th one. As can be seen from

Figure 3.
System diagram.
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Figure 2, two intervals I
_

3, I
_

4 appear resulting in the insertion of new bits into the
received watermarked data.

Obviously, in the absence of packet loss or split, the watermark bit is inverted if
the IPD jitter exceeds ∆/4. The jitter can be described by i.i.d. Laplace distributed with
zero mean. Then the jitter substitution error probability can be estimated as:

Ps ¼ 1� F Δ=4ð Þ ¼ 0:5 exp �Δ=2
ffiffiffi

2
p

σ

� 

, (11)

where F() is the Laplacian pdf and σ
2 is its variance. Since packet losses leads to

merging of successive IPD, the resulting error contains both deletion and substitution
error [18]. In this model, we assume that packets are lost independently and that the
initial packet is always synchronized.

Authors in [17, 18] used the concept of drift to define the loss of bit synchroniza-
tion, which is the shift in position of some sent packet in the received flow. Using
sparse key parameters, one can determine the probabilities of IDS events in the
resulting sequence. These events were interpreted with the use of HMM and applying
the forward-backward algorithm [19], the watermark estimation posterior probabili-
ties for the maximum likelihood decoding (MLD) have been derived as.

w
_

j ¼ arg max P yN0jwj

� �

, w j ∈ 0, 1f g: (12)

After calculating these probabilities for all bits of the watermark sequence, the
presence of a watermark in flow is determined based on the correlation value of the
resulting sequence and the original one. For those interested in the details of
mathematical calculations, one can refer to the original publications of the authors
mentioned above.

3.2 Use of VT codes in FW

An alternative IPD-FW scheme for embedding watermarks based on
the use of binary VT codes, which are subcodes of linear codes and exploiting
QIM, has been proposed in [14]. The scheme uses linear codes of length 6 and
8 bits with an attached marker and optional matrix interleaving to deal with bursting
errors.

Coding-decoding scheme without interleaving. As before, we assume that the water-
mark w to be embedded is a bit sequence. Next, the sequence w is divided into blocks
of bits b = (b1… bl) of length l and encoded by the chosen VT code x of length n (see
above). Then obtained codeword x is concatenated with predefined marker pattern z
of length mmaking wN, where N = n + m. In this implementation, a pattern z contains
a series of zeros, which is determined by the necessity of XOR-ing all bits of the
formed sequence wN with a secret key k, by analogy with the previous HMM-based
method. The key k used is a sparse sequence containing a binary “1” in only one
position out of all N bits. In fact, the sequence wN can be made up by the concatena-
tion of M codewords x with a marker z attached. We denote this composite sequence
as wN = w1w2 … wM, with which the composite secret key is XOR-ed, forming the
sequence xN = x1x2 … xM.

Next, the generated sequence xN enters the QIM Embedder, where modulation is
performed in the same way as described above. Then the IPD sequence Iw with
injected watermark pattern is transmitted and after traversing the network is received
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in the form of estimated sequence Î and demodulated. The result sequence yN’ is xored
with a key sequence k and serves as an input to the Decoder.

The Decoder detects markers in the wN’ sequence and separates it into codewords
of the applied VT code. As a result, the codewords derived from wN’ can contain
substitutions, insertions, and deletions. The sequence at the Encoder output xN as well
as the one that enters the Decoder yN’ in general case do not match. In addition, their
lengths may differ, which makes the decoding process difficult.

To solve the problem, it is proposed to use hybrid decoding with error correction
and the choice of one of two algorithms is depended on the number of errors in each
received codeword y [14]. The decoder-type selection is based on an estimate of the
codeword y length. If the only one “indel” is found, the Levenshtein’s decoding
algorithm [11] is used, and if the number of “indel” errors is greater than 1, the MLD
x ∗ ¼ argmax Pr x=y

� �

is applied. The syndrome decoding (see Eq. (1)) is
performed in case of the absence of “indel” errors or after they have been corrected.

For example, suppose that a sequence wN’ = 110100000.11110000 at the output of
the QIM Extractor processed with the key k = 000000000.001000000 to be decoded
using the subcode mapping C0 = {(110100), (110011), (011110), (101101)} into mes-
sage blocks b = {00, 01,10,11}. After detecting a marker and removing it, two
codewords y1 = 110100, y2 = 11010 are obtained. The syndrome calculation (Eq. (1))
of S = 0 can serve as a flag that the boundaries of the received word y1 are not
changed, there are no errors in it, or the number of errors exceeds its corrective
capacity. Therefore, it is possible to apply the Levenshtein decoding algorithm to
correct the deleted bit in the last position of y2. However, if one more bit is also
deleted, after estimating the length y2, it is necessary to proceed to use MLD decoding.

Coding-decoding scheme with interleaving. Considering the channel with bursts of
errors, the effective mechanisms for separating error bursts are the use of interleav-
ing. We consider an approach using matrix interleaving of a linear subcode of the VT
code, which simplifies the decoding process.

It was found in [21] that there is a VT code that coincides with a linear (8,2,5)
error-correcting code [5], consisting of four codewords and subcoding VT0(8). How-
ever, to perform the independent decoding of codewords from a linear VT subcode,
placed in a continuous bitstream, the boundaries of the codewords must be known.
We can implement their independent decoding by the organization of the codewords
set of linear subcode and the use of matrix interleaving.

The proposed scheme consists of several layers. However, to simplify its work, we
describe it based on the scheme in Figure 3. As before, we assume that a watermark
sequence wN is divided into segments of messages b = b1… bl and encoded by the VT
Encoder forming codewords x of length n. These codewords are written row by row
into an Q � n interleaving matrix. Next, each column is concatenated with a
predefined marker pattern, which increases the number of matrix rows. Then matrix
columns are XOR-ed with the fragments of the secret key k represented as a sparse
binary sequence with a small number of binary ones. The resulting version of wN is
then read column by column from the interleaving matrix forming a sequence xN.

In fact, xN is a supercode containing Q codewords, which is embedded in flow IPD
via QIM Embedder. Note that the elements of interleaving and deinterleaving are not
shown in the scheme of Figure 3. Further, after processing in QIM Embedder, passing
through the network, the IPD flow is demodulated in the QIM Extractor and
undergoes inverse transformations with respect to encoding (XORing with key,
marker removal, finding codeword boundaries, deinterleaving, and decoding). For
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information, various interleaving schemes and adjacent deletions correction con-
structions have been discussed in [22].

Two FWmethods have been modeled: the first one is based on HMM and the
second one uses VT codes with markers. At the same time, in the first method, the
length of the sparse sequence for FWwas 10 bits, and in the second method, it was
9 bits, considering the VT0(6) code with 3-bit marker. About 5000 packets were
generated, in which network jitters were modeled as Laplace distribution with zero
mean and a standard deviation of 10 ms. In the synthetic channel, substitution errors
followed sequentially after deletion errors, and symbol insertions were studied sepa-
rately. The detection threshold was chosen to keep false positive rate (FPR) below 1%
for all deletion probabilities. The evaluation of true positive rates (TPRs) in the detec-
tion of watermarks for two schemes with respect to different deletion probabilities Pd is
presented in Table 1.

It follows from Table 1 that the use of less complex VT coding leads to virtually the
same performance compared to HMM. From the results, the TPR value drops to 66%
when the packet loss is 20%, which is rare in a network environment. Methods using
interleaving and code (8,2,5) showed better results [21] for channels with bursting
insertion errors.

4. Application of error-correcting codes in biometrics

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in cryptographic
approaches using biometric measurements. For these purposes, many physical
methods are used: from taking fingerprints of a person to the dynamics of his gait.
The uniqueness of these characteristics allows them to be used for both
identification and authentication. However, for the verification organization, it is
required to perform the recognition procedure. A special biometric template, which is
a mathematical representation of features from the original data, is used to store
biometric characteristics.

In this section, we will focus on the processing of biometric features of a person’s
face. Face recognition is very flexible and can be performed from a distance. These
systems can be classified as follows [23]: image-based matching (whole face), feature-
based face recognition, and video-based matching. The accuracy of the user’s biomet-
ric data recognition is high. However, the security and privacy of user data may be
compromised. In this case, the concept of сancelable biometrics is applicable.

The idea of a reversible template was proposed by Ratha et al. [24]. It includes five
main features: tautology, irreversibility, accuracy, diversity, and revocability.

There are several approaches to the creation of biometric system (BS), which are
based on direct generation of a secret key from biometrics or key binding to biometric

Pd (synthetic traffic) 1% 2% 3% 10% 20%

HMM-based 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.994 —

VT code 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.995 0.666

Table 1.
TPR values for varying Pd with FPR < 1%.
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data. The widespread implementation of BS solutions is constrained by the fuzziness
of biometric data. This problem can be alleviated by applying error correction codes.
Below we will consider several BS based on the use of different methods for obtaining
biometric features and various code structures using the so-called Fuzzy Commitment
Scheme (FCS) [25].

4.1 Biometric system based on facial HOG features

The use of ECC is due to the spread of biometric measurement values, which can
be regarded as noise added to the received signal. Taking into account the signal
processing procedures for registration and verification, the generalized scheme can be
represented as shown in Figure 4.

Let us consider the operation of the BS in accordance with [26] with the only
difference that instead of local information from convolutions with Gabor kernels, the
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is used as features. In addition, more powerful
BCH codes are used to suppress noise due to fuzzy biometric data [27].

The principle of the scheme operation is as follows. The Preprocessor receives the
set of images of the user’s face as input, scales them, and converts color images into
gray scale ones. Next, HOG features are extracted from the images in the form of real
Y sequences, which can be represented as vectors with a dimension of 4464 elements.

The Preprocessor calculates mean μ
!
i and variance s

!
i for the series of biometric

data samples submitted by each i-th user, as well as the global mean μ
!
for all regis-

tered users.
In addition, the reliability function Ri is calculated here for each bit p of each user

in according to the expression:

Ri,p ¼
1

2
1þ erf μ

!
i

� �

p
� μ

!� �

p

n 

g=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2s2i,p

q� � 

: (13)

Figure 4.
Diagram of a biometric system.
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Based on the calculated parameters (Eq. (13)), according to Yj values, a mask is
formed containing reliable numbers of data positions in Y based on a selected threshold.

As a result, the obtained values of μ
!
i, μ

!
, and mask information form Helper data 1 (W*)

that are written to the database (DB) before the Quantization procedure. The Quantizer
performs data binarization according to Eq. (14) forming Z sequence of length n:

Q ið Þp ¼ 0, if μ
!
i

� �

p ≤ μ
!� �

p
, and Q ið Þp ¼ 1, if μ

!� �

p
> μ

!� �

p (14)

At the same time, a codeword C and its hash value h = h(C) are formed by using
the ECC Encoder from the user secret key R. Then a Helper data 2 (W) is calculated
using the XOR operation as follows Wi = Ci⊕Zi. As a result, the enrollment procedure
is completed and the values W*, W, h(C) are entered into the database.

When implementing the user verification, one or more images are sent to the
Preprocessor, where they are converted into a sequence of real numbers Y0. Based on
W*, reliable positions are determined, Qj data values are binarized, and Z0is obtained.
Next, the values of HD2 are retrieved from the database, and operations C0

i = Wi⊕Z0
i

are performed. The codeword C0 is decoded by the ECC Decoder, and its hash value
h0 = h(C0) is calculated. Verification is considered successful if h(C) and h(C0) matches
and the corresponding user key R is extracted.

The OpenFace tool [28] was used to obtain the HOG characteristics of user images
containing 12 � 12 blocks of 31 histograms and written into a row vector Y of length
4464 real values. BCH codes (511,58) and (511,28) over GF(2m) were applied as ECC,
correcting td = 91 and td = 118 errors. For performance testing, the Caltech database
was used with face images of 24 users. Inter-class and intra-class distributions of the
fractional Hamming distance were obtained, which, together with the verticals of the
applied BCH codes, are shown in Figure 5.

The calculated values of false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR)
had the following values: FRR = 0, FAR = 3.5% demonstrating good performance of
the used BCH codes, allowing to choose the lengths of secret keys K1 = 58 and K2 = 28
bits. Obviously, the length of the K2 key is too small to register a large number of
users. It is clear that after binary quantization the real data are highly rounded, which
leads to significant quantization noise. To adapt to biometric real features, we further
used unquantized real data processing and non-binary turbo encoding.

Figure 5.
Inter-class and intra-class distributions.
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4.2 Application of turbo codes in biometric systems

Recently, the use of non-binary turbo codes withmodulation in a biometric system has
been studied [29]. These codes were generated from non-binary convolutional component
codes combinedwith a random interleaver. Then phase-shift keying (8-PSK)was used.
During processing, the polynomials with a codingmatrix g = [166;176] over the ringGF(8)
wereused,whichmade it possible to implement a systematic turbo codewith rate of 1/3. As
a result, a random octal secret key of length 166was encoded in turbo codewith trailing
zeros, forming the resulting 3x172matrix at the output, thatwas thenmodulated into the 8-
PSK constellation [30]. Each symbol of turbo codeXwas presented by I-Q complex
numbers giving framed datamatrix 3x344. To get biometrical face features, the Caltech
database has been used.Data from 511 real numbers obtained aftermasking procedure (see
above) to get components of 4464-element HOG vectors have been used as biometric raw
data B. Then the quantized data with the interval q = 0.19635 was normalized and linearly
mapped to the interval [0, 2pi) of angles presented then by 2 I-Q components. Hence, the
hashed value of result code block together with quantized real data is put into public DB.

At the authentication stage, the resulted codeword Y corrupted by “biometric
noise” B0 is iteratively decoded by the modified BCJR algorithm giving the user
password and a hash value. The main operations on 8-ary data blocks (vectors)
according to the principles of the BS scheme are shown in Figure 6.

Preliminary experimental estimates of FRR resulted in value FRR � 0.1%, which is
several times better than the previous scheme and known results for turbo codes [31].

A further increase in the effectiveness of BS is possible by increasing the inter-class
differences in biometric characteristics, which prompted the use of neural networks
(NNs) in this area.

In the NN-based system below, we have applied the stacked autoencoder (SAE)
structure and the concatenated ECC using RS codes.

4.3 Smiling face biometric authentication system

In the following BS [6], we consider the use of a stacked autoencoder (SAE) to
extract features from a sequence of video frames of a user smiling face in order to
authenticate him and provide the access to digital services. In contrast to the generally

Figure 6.
Vector processing of modulated real data for turbo codes.
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accepted application of binary ECC in BS, we used the non-binary Reed-Solomon codes
concatenated with the binary linear ones. The use of these codes, taking into account the
dimension of the symbols, leads to an increase in the length of their bit representation.
On the other hand, in order to neutralize “biometric noise” and correct errors, it is
necessary to increase the ECC redundancy, which reduces the encoding efficiency.

The biometric templates are created according to FCS [25] based on the equidistant
quantization of real data at the output of SAE for further processing and encoding by
concatenated RS codes. The BS uses concatenated ECC based on non-binary RS codes
and binary linear codes with the use of hard decision decoding (HDD) technique and
soft decision decoding (SDD) obtained from symbol reliability. The operation princi-
ple the proposed BS will be described based on the generalized authentication scheme
shown in Figure 4.

The Preprocessor block performs such operations as video data capturing, face
and smile detection, the smile frames extraction, image transformation and normali-
zation, and features extraction using the SAE pretrained at the registration stage. The
biometric data samples obtained from the SAE output layer form the concatenated
supervector Y = {Y1,… , YM} from several vectors Yi, where M is a number of
processed frames. At the stage of Quantization, the real data Y are converted into their
quantized versions Z producing also deviations W* of data values relative to their
mean values or centers of quantization intervals used as HD1. In the Encoder block,
the user’s password or Key R is encoded with one or more ECC codewords, depending
on the required password strength and FRR. Further, for a biometric authentication
purposes, the bit representation of the resulting codeword is XOR-ed with the
encoded version C of quantized data Z, which results in W that serves as HD2.

At the Enrollment stage, the biometric samples obtained at the SAE output using
HD1 and HD2 then are binded to the secret Key R. In addition, the h-hash value of the
codewords is calculated and stored in the biometric database DB. During verification,
the reverse process of decoupling the “auxiliary” data HD1, HD2, decoding codewords
C0, h0-hash calculation, and comparison of two hashes h and h0 are performed.

A series of experiments were carried out with SAE to get good compact biometric
features. To reduce time spent, in these experiments, the subsets of 40 subjects were
randomly selected from the entire UvA-NEMO database [32], reproducing a user
smile. Unsupervised learning results and then supervised tuning of SAE with param-
eters 127/63 in the form of histograms are shown in Figure 7 showing the significant
expansion of the inter-class distributions relative to each other.

Figure 7.
Shift of inter-class distributions during SAE training.
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The expected values of FAR and FRR were estimated based on the block error
probability of decoding for the uncorrectable error patterns accepted by BS. In the
evaluation, we conducted simulation experiments for different error-correcting code
structures. The results are placed in Table 2 [6].

From Table 2, it follows that reducing the RS code length makes it possible to
increase the performance of the BS in terms of the FRR parameter. Simulation exper-
iments have shown the possibility of achieving the FRR less than 1% for key lengths of
90–170 bits and demonstrated a more efficient use of RS codes compared to the
previous scheme and the results from [33] for face template protection.

For all studied schemes, privacy leakage was assessed. The calculated mutual
information between the input (output) data was significantly less than the entropy of
the ECC codewords, which actually confirms the impossibility of compromising the
user biometric data.

5. Conclusion

Despite the fact that the development of error-correcting codes was aimed at
application in communication systems, their use is also relevant in security systems,
where it is required to neutralize the noise added to the data from the environment. In
this chapter, the main code structures that have found application in the flow
watermarking for network intrusion detection, as well as in biometric authentication
systems, have been considered.

The watermarking environment model is treated as a channel with substitution,
insertion, and deletion errors. Two main code constructions were considered, first:
based on HMM with adding a synchronizing key sequence to sparse data and second:
based on the use of the modified error-correcting VT codes with a marker attachment.
Statistical and computational experiments have shown the same performance of these
schemes in terms of watermark detection TPR ≈ 1 when FPR < 1% with a simpler
implementation of the second scheme, which is slightly inferior in coding rate to the
first one. At the same time, the considered implementations of FW schemes are
invisible and sufficiently resistant to network artifacts if their relative values do not
exceed 20%.

In addition, two types of face biometric authentication systems based on HOG
structures and latent autoencoder data were considered. The fuzziness of the HOG
data was compensated by using binary BCH codes (511,58) and (511,28), which made
it possible to obtain the FRR parameter value of 3.5%. The use of non-binary turbo

Inner code Outer code FRR, % Key, bit/frames � dimension Efficiency

RS (63,15) Linear (6,3,1) 1.0 90/2 � 63(180/4 � 63) 0.119

RS (63,15) REP (3,1,1) 0.5 90/3 � 63(180/3 � 63) 0.0079

RS (31,9) REP (3,1,1) 0.5 90/6 � 31 0.0968

RS (63,21) — 0.7 126/1 � 63 0.33

RS (31,17) — 0.3 170/2 � 31 0.5

RS (31,17) REP (3,1,1) <0.1 170/6 � 31 0.1828

Table 2.
Evaluation of FRR and key size for different ECC structures.
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codes of rate 1/3 with octal data modulation provided the possibility to improve
performance up to the value of FRR = 1% with real helper data. And the use of
concatenated RS codes together with linear binary codes showed the possibility of
increasing efficiency and achieving FRR values of less than 1%. Moreover, it has been
shown that a decrease in the FRR parameter is possible, firstly, by increasing the
redundancy of the concatenated ECC, and secondly, by using the additional
information from helper data when exploiting the EED for RS codes.

Thus, the transition to efficient non-binary code structures and real-valued ECC is
a promising area of research in the field of watermarking and biometrics.
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